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Critical Graphs Required for Success on the AP Microeconomics Exam

Market for a Product – with equilibrium p and Q

Questions:
1. How is the equilibrium determined?
2. What causes shifts along vs. shifts of?
3. What happens to p* and Q* if one or both curves shift? Consider shifts towards and away from

the origin.

Perfect Competition – Market Firm

Perfect Competition – Market Perfect Competition - Firm

Remember that the equilibrium in the market determines the demand curve for the perfectly
competitive firm.  The D curve will be perfectly inelastic (horizontal).
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Perfect Competition – Market Perfect Competition – Firm with ATC for ∏
In this example, AC = AR so ∏ = 0

Perfect Competition – with ATC and AVC

1. The distance from AVC to ATC is the AFC.  If p > AVC, the firm makes a contribution to fixed
costs and should remain in business in the short run.

2. If p ≥ ATC, all the fixed costs are covered and the firm makes at least 0 profits (which
represent the payment to inputs of at least the opportunity costs).

3. If p < AVC, the firm covers NONE of the fixed costs and not all of the VC, so the firm should
close.
NOTE: This example shows the marginal firm with zero profits (∏=0).
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Perfect Competition – with ATC and AVC

Perfect Competition vs Monopoly

Perfect Competition – Market Perfect Competition - Firm

Important observations:
1. MR for the monopolist is BELOW the D curve.  This changes optimal output quantity and

raises the price paid in the market.
2. Note, also, the change to consumer and producer surplus (blue and pink shapes).
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To determine output and profits:
1. Optimal Output -

find where MR=MC
Use this Q to determine
profits

2. Identify where AR and AC
CROSS (intersect) the vertical
line where Q = optimal Q

ATC at optimal Q

In this example, this firm is making
negative profits (losing money), but
its AR > AVC, so it is making a
contribution to the AFC and will stay
in business for the short run (wait and
see).
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Elasticities – PED = %ΔQ / %Δp  (use mid-point formula)
Elasticity along a Demand Curve

Elasticities determined by slope:
Relatively Inelastic Relatively Elastic

Perfectly  Inelastic Perfectly Elastic

rel elastic

rel inelastic

unit  elastic
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IMPORTANT THINGS TO KNOW

Items marked with ◊ are tested on the AP macro exam, also.,

1. Scarcity and choice
2. Trade-offs and opportunity costs
3. Marginality – marginal analysis
4. Property rights (and lack of them and tragedy of the commons)
5. Economic systems (centralized, market)
6. PPFs ◊
7. Comparative advantage and trade ◊
8. Shifts of vs. shifts along

a. D curve
i. Income

ii. Tastes
iii. Related goods

1. Complements
2. substitutes

iv. Future expectations
v. Information

b. S curve
i. Input costs

ii. Technology
iii. Number of producers
iv. Related products (what else can you produce with these inputs?)
v. Future expectations

vi. Time period
9. Imperfect markets and interventions and changes to p and Q and consumer surplus

a. P-ceilings
b. P-floors
c. Differences between Qd and Qs

10. Elasticities (see graphs)
11. Consumer and Producer Surplus – VERY IMPORTANT
12. Perfect Competition
13. Monopoly
14. Oligopoly – game theory
15. Factor markets – derived demand

MRP = MP x p
The value of MRP determines the willingness of the firm to pay for the resource (input). For
example, for labor, MRP = MP x p = w  (where MRP = marginal revenue product, MP = marginal
product [or marginal physical product], p = sales price of the product, and w = wage).

16. Spillover costs and benefits and government intervention
a. MC ≠MSC or
b. MB = p ≠ MSB

In these cases, another S or D curve will be used to represent the MSC or MSB to
determine what society would prefer to happen to capture the costs or benefits to third
parties not directly involved in the manufacture of purchase of this product.


